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A magnetic bimeron is a topologically non-trivial spin texture carrying an integer topological charge, which
can be regarded as the counterpart of skyrmion in easy-plane magnets. The controllable creation and manipula-
tion of bimerons are crucial for practical applications based on topological spin textures. Here, we analytically
and numerically study the dynamics of an antiferromagnetic bimeron driven by a spin current. Numerical sim-
ulations demonstrate that the spin current can create an isolated bimeron in the antiferromagnetic thin film
via the damping-like spin torque. The spin current can also effectively drive the antiferromagnetic bimeron
without a transverse drift. The steady motion of an antiferromagnetic bimeron is analytically derived and is
in good agreement with the simulation results. Also, we find that the alternating-current-induced motion of
the antiferromagnetic bimeron can be described by the Duffing equation due to the presence of the nonlinear
boundary-induced force. The associated chaotic behavior of the bimeron is analyzed in terms of the Lyapunov
exponents. Our results demonstrate the inertial dynamics of an antiferromagnetic bimeron, and may provide
useful guidelines for building future bimeron-based spintronic devices.

Introduction. Topologically protected magnetic textures,11

such as magnetic skyrmions [1–7], have attracted a lot of at-12

tention, because they have small size and can be used as non-13

volatile information carriers in future spintronic devices [8–14

10]. The existence of magnetic skyrmions has been exper-15

imentally confirmed in many systems with bulk or interfa-16

cial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [2–5]. In addi-17

tion, various topological structures, such as antiferromagnetic18

(AFM) skyrmions [11, 12], ferrimagnetic skyrmions [13],19

antiskyrmions [14], biskyrmions [15], bobbers [16], and20

bimerons [8, 17–30], are also current hot topics. In particu-21

lar, a bimeron consists of two merons, which can be found in22

easy-plane magnets [8, 18, 20, 28], frustrated magnets [21],23

and magnets with anisotropic DMI [26]. The bimeron is a lo-24

calized spin texture similar to magnetic skyrmion, which can25

be constructed by rotating the spin direction of a skyrmion by26

90◦. Magnetic bimerons can also be used as information car-27

riers for spintronic devices made of in-plane magnetized thin28

films [8, 26, 28].29

On the other hand, AFM materials are promising for build-30

ing advanced spintronic devices due to their zero stray fields31

and ultrafast spin dynamics [31–33]. Several theoretical stud-32

ies [11, 12, 34, 35] predict that skyrmions may exist in AFM33

systems, which can be manipulated by spin currents [11, 12]34

and magnetic fields [34]. Compared to ferromagnetic (FM)35

skyrmions, AFM skyrmions do not show the skyrmion Hall36

effect [36, 37] due to zero net Magnus force, so that they can37

move perfectly along the driving force direction with ultrahigh38

speed [11, 12, 38, 39]. Various methods have been proposed to39

control the AFM textures, such as by using spin currents [40–40

42], magnetic anisotropy gradients [38], temperature gradi-41

ents [34, 43], and spin waves [44].42

For AFM systems, the motion equation of the AFM or-43

der parameter (Néel vector) is related to the second deriva-44

tive with respect to time, whereas the FM Landau-Lifshitz-45

Gilbert (LLG) equation [45] is first order [31]. Therefore,46

the dynamics of AFM spin textures are different from that of47

FM spin textures. For example, the oscillation frequency of48

AFM skyrmion-based spin torque nano-oscillators (STNOs)49

is higher than that of FM skyrmion-based STNOs as AFM50

skyrmions obey the inertial dynamics [46]. In addition, the51

motion equation of the systems, such as the LLG equation,52

is usually nonlinear, resulting in the dynamic behavior being53

complex or even chaotic. [47, 48] Note that for the chaos,54

the nonlinearity is a necessary condition rather than a suffi-55

cient condition, so that not all nonlinear systems will exhibit56

the chaotic behavior. In nanoscale spintronic devices, spin57

torque nano-oscillators are interesting candidates for chaotic58

systems [49–51], which are promising for various applica-59

tions [52–54]. For the AFM bimeron, however, its dynamics60

induced by a spin current still remain elusive.61

In this Letter, we report the dynamics of an AFM bimeron62

induced by the spin current. Our theoretical and numerical re-63

sults show that an isolated bimeron can be created and driven64

in the AFM thin film by spin currents. Furthermore, when65

an alternating current is applied to drive the AFM bimeron,66

the motion of the bimeron in a nanodisk can be described by67

the Duffing equation, which describes the oscillation of an ob-68

ject with a mass under the action of nonlinear restoring forces.69

The chaotic behavior associated is also analyzed in terms of70

the Lyapunov exponents.71

Model and theory. We consider a G-type AFM film with72

sublattice magnetization M 1 and M 2. By linearly combin-73

ing the reduced magnetizations m1 and m2 (mi = M i/MS74

with the saturation magnetization MS), we obtain the stag-75

gered magnetization (or Néel vector) n = (m1 −m2)/2 and76
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the total magnetization m = (m1+m2)/2, where the former77

could be used to describe the AFM order, while the latter is re-78

lated to the canting of magnetic moments. Here we are inter-79

ested in most realistic cases where the AFM exchange interac-80

tion is significantly strong, so that m2 � n2 ∼ 1 [55, 56]. m81

and n obey the following two coupled equations [40–42, 57]82

ṅ = (γf2 − αṁ)× n+ T 1,SOT + T 1,STT, (1a)
ṁ = (γf1 − αṅ)× n+ T nl + T 2,SOT + T 2,STT, (1b)

where γ and α are the gyromagnetic ratio and the damp-83

ing constant respectively, and T nl = (γf2 − αṁ) ×m is84

the higher-order nonlinear term [40]. T 1,SOT = γHdm ×85

p × n and T 2,SOT = γHdn × p × n are damping-like86

spin-orbit torques (SOTs), where p is the polarization vec-87

tor and Hd relates to the applied current density j, defined88

as Hd = j~P/(2µ0eMStz) with the reduced Planck con-89

stant ~, the spin polarization rate P , the vacuum permeabil-90

ity constant µ0, the elementary charge e, and the layer thick-91

ness tz . T 1,STT = γη∂xn and T 2,STT = γβ∂xn × n stand92

for spin-transfer torques (STTs) with the adiabatic (nona-93

diabatic) parameter η (β). In our simulations, η = 0.1β94

and β = Hdtz are adopted. f1 = −δE/µ0MSδn and95

f2 = −δE/µ0MSδm are the effective fields. From a clas-96

sical Heisenberg Hamiltonian [57], the AFM energy E can be97

written as E =
∫
F dV , where F = λ

2m
2 + Lm · (∂xn +98

∂yn) +
A
2 [(∇n)

2 + ∂xn · ∂yn] − K
2 (n · ne)

2 + wD with99

the homogeneous exchange constant λ, parity-breaking con-100

stant L [41, 44, 57], inhomogeneous exchange constantA and101

magnetic anisotropy constant K. ne = ex stands for the di-102

rection of the anisotropy axis and wD is the DMI energy den-103

sity, wD = D
2 [nx(∂yny − ∂xnz) − ny∂ynx + nz∂xnx] with104

the DMI constant D [26, 42, 56, 58]. Such a DMI energy105

can stabilize the bimeron, which can be induced at the antifer-106

romagnet/heavy metal interface [26]. In addition, to form the107

bimeron, antiferromagnets with in-plane easy-axis anisotropy,108

such as NiO [31], are favorable.109

Based on Eqs. (1a) and (1b), one can simulate the evolution110

of the staggered magnetization, and also derive the steady mo-111

tion equations for a rigid AFM bimeron by using Thiele (or112

collective coordinate) approach [59–62] (see Ref. [63] for de-113

tails), written as114

a ·M eff = F α + F SOT + F STT, (2)

where a is the acceleration, and M eff is the effective AFM115

bimeron mass, which is defined as µ2
0M

2
S tzd/γ

2λ with the116

dissipative tensor d. The effective AFM texture mass M eff117

originates from the existence of two sublattices, [31] and it118

is intrinsic. The components dij of the dissipative tensor are119

dxx = dyy = d =
∫
dxdy(∂xn · ∂xn) and dxy = dyx = 0.120

In Eq. (2), the forces induced by the surrounding environ-121

ment (e.g., the boundary effect) are not taken into account,122

F α = −αµ0MStzv ·d/γ represents the dissipative force with123

the velocity v, and F SOT and F STT are the forces induced by124

SOTs and STTs, respectively.125
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FIG. 1. (a)-(h) The time evolution of the Néel vector induced by a
spin-polarized current with the polarization vector p = −ez , where
the damping-like spin-orbit torque (SOT) is taken into account and
the color represents the out-of-plane component of the Néel vector.
(i) The evolution of the topological charge Q and the injected cur-
rent density j. In our simulations, the current of j = 100 MA/cm2

is injected in the central circular region with a diameter of 30 nm
[see green lines in Figs. (a)-(d)] and we adopt the following pa-
rameters [12], A = 6.59 pJ/m, K = 0.116 MJ/m3, D = 0.6
mJ/m2, MS = 376 kA/m, λ = 150.9 MJ/m3, L = 22.3 mJ/m2,
γ = 2.211 × 105 m/(A s), α = 0.2 and P = 0.4. The mesh size
of 1 × 1 × 1 nm3 is used to discretize the AFM film with the size
200 × 200 × 1 nm3. Figs. (a)-(h) only show the Néel vector in the
100× 100 nm2 plane.

Creation of an AFM bimeron by a spin current. Creating126

an isolated AFM bimeron is essential for practical applica-127

tions. Here we employ a current to create an AFM bimeron128

via SOTs. As shown in Fig. 1, when a vertical current of129

j = 100 MA/cm2 is injected into the central circular re-130

gion with a diameter of 30 nm, the Néel vector is continu-131

ously flipped and then a bimeron-like magnetic structure is132

formed. At t = 0.05 ns, the current is turned off. Since133

the DMI energy density of the lower half of the magnetic134

texture has a positive value [63], the lower half of the mag-135

netic texture is unfavorable and gradually recovers to the AFM136

ground state, while the upper half evolves into a metastable137

bimeron. The current-induced process from the AFM ground138

state to the metastable bimeron takes only tens of picosec-139

onds, as shown in Fig. 1. Such an ultrafast process also ex-140

ists in the generation of the AFM skyrmions under the action141

of time-dependent magnetic fields [34], where the force in-142

duced by time-dependent magnetic fields has a similar form143

to that of damping-like spin torques [60, 64]. Similar to the144

AFM skyrmion, the AFM bimeron is a topologically protected145

magnetic texture with AFM topological charge Q = ±1,146

[see Fig. 1(i)] where the topological charge is defined as147

Q = − 1
4π

∫
dxdy[n · (∂xn×∂yn)] [12, 18, 65]. On the other148

hand, when the opposite DMI constant is adopted, the AFM149

bimeron is created in the lower plane (the result is given in150
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FIG. 2. (a) The evolution of the motion speed and (b) the top-view for
an AFM bimeron induced by the current via SOTs, where the polar-
ization vector p = −ey , the applied current density j = 5 MA/cm2

and the damping α = 0.02. (c) The motion speed as a function of
1/α for the AFM bimeron driven by the current j = 5 MA/cm2

via SOTs and STTs. Symbols are the results of the numerical sim-
ulations and lines are given by Eq. (4) with the numerical values of
d ∼ 15 and Rs ∼ 7 nm.

Ref. [63]). In addition, for the creation of the AFM bimeron,151

increasing the injected region can effectively reduce the time152

and current density, and multiple bimerons will be generated153

when a small damping is adopted (see Ref. [63]). Note that154

the bimeron created here is symmetric, while it may deform155

under the effect of thermal fluctuations [63].156

Current-induced motion of an AFM bimeron. Manipulating157

magnetic textures is indispensable in information storage and158

logic devices. The current, which is a common method to159

manipulate magnetic materials, is employed to drive the AFM160

bimeron via SOTs and STTs. Taking the current density j = 5161

MA/cm2 and the damping α = 0.02, we simulate the motion162

of an AFM bimeron, where the initial state is a metastable163

AFM bimeron. In order to track the AFM bimeron, the guid-164

ing center (rx, ry) of the bimeron is defined, described as165

ri =

∫
dxdy[in · (∂xn× ∂yn)]∫
dxdy[n · (∂xn× ∂yn)]

, i = x, y, (3)

and the velocity vi = ṙi. As shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b),166

considering the damping-like SOTs, the steady motion speed167

reaches 725 m/s at t = 0.1 ns and the transmission path168

of the AFM bimeron is parallel to the racetrack, so that the169

fast-moving AFM bimeron will not be destroyed by touch-170

ing the racetrack edge due to the cancellation of the Magnus171

force. Therefore, in addition to the AFM skyrmions, the AFM172

bimerons are also ideal information carriers in racetrack-type173

memory.174

Figure 2(c) shows the relation between the speed v and the175

damping α, where the speed of the AFM bimeron is inversely176

proportional to the damping constant for SOTs and STTs. In177

order to test the simulated speeds, we derived the steady mo-178

tion speed from Eq. (2) (see Ref. [63] for details)179

v =
π2RsγHd

αd
− γ β

α
, (4)

where Rs is the bimeron radius, which corresponds to the180

skyrmion radius. The first and second terms on the right side181
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FIG. 3. (a) The amplitude r0 and (b) phase ϕ as functions of the
frequency f of the alternating current [j = j0sin(2πft)], where the
symbols are the results of our numerical simulations, while the lines
are obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7).

of Eq. (4) are the SOT- and STT-induced speeds, respectively.182

We can see from Fig. 2(c) that the analytical speed given by183

Eq. (4) is in good agreement with the results of the numerical184

simulations. It is worth mentioning that Eq. (4) is also ap-185

plicable to AFM skyrmions. Namely, the AFM bimeron and186

skyrmion have the same motion speed under the same driving187

force.188

Dynamics of the AFM bimeron induced by the alternating189

current. Next, we discuss the forced oscillation of the AFM190

bimeron induced by the alternating current j = j0sin(2πft),191

where j0 and f are the amplitude and frequency of the ap-192

plied currents. As shown in Ref. [63], due to the harmonic193

current-induced driving force, the guiding center rx of the194

AFM bimeron exhibits a stable oscillation with amplitude195

r0 ∼ 11.64 nm and phase difference ϕ ∼ 89.14◦ between196

j and rx, where α = 0.002, f = 20 GHz and j0 = 1 MA/cm2
197

are adopted. By changing the frequency of the applied cur-198

rents, the different values of r0 and ϕ are obtained by numeri-199

cal simulations and are shown in Fig. 3, where three damping200

constants (α = 0.0015, 0.002 and 0.003) are considered. We201

can see that the phase difference ϕ becomes larger with the202

increasing frequency, and interestingly, for the amplitude r0,203

there are current-induced resonance phenomena. To analyze204

such resonance phenomena, we return to Eq. (2) and focus205

on the motion in the x direction, so that the Thiele equation206

becomes a scalar equation207

Meffr̈x + α∗ṙx + Fb = FSOT,0sin(2πft), (5)

where α∗ = αµ0MStzd/γ and FSOT,0sin(2πft) is the208

force induced by the alternating current with FSOT,0 ≈209

π2Rsµ0HdMStz . Fb is the boundary-induced force, which210

can be described as Fb ≈ k1rx+k2r3x with k1 = 4.55×10−6211

N/m and k2 = 2× 1010 N/m3 for the nanodisk with a diame-212

ter of 80 nm studied here (see Ref. [63] for details). Note that,213

for other nanodisks, the form of Fb may change, resulting in214

other types of AFM-bimeron-based nonlinear oscillators,215

Since Fb contains a cubic term, Eq. (5) is called the Duff-216

ing equation [47, 66], which describes a nonlinear system.217
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated bifurcation diagram and (b) Lyapunov expo-
nent (LE) as functions of the damping constant α, where α1,2,3 =
0.0003236, 0.0002744 and 0.0002638. (c) Bifurcation diagram and
(d) LEs as functions of the current density j.

Therefore, the AFM bimeron can be used as a Duffing os-218

cillator, which is promising for various applications, such as219

in weak signal detection [54, 67]. We assume that the solution220

of Eq. (5) satisfies this form rx ≈ r0sin(2πft− ϕ), and then221

substituting it into Eq. (5) gives the amplitude r0 as222

r0 =
FSOT,0√

[k1 + (3/4)k2r20 −Meff(2πf)2]2 + (2πfα∗)2
, (6)

and the phase ϕ223

tanϕ =
2πfα∗

k1 + (3/4)k2r20 −Meff(2πf)2
, (7)

where sin3(2πft− ϕ) ≈ (3/4)sin(2πft− ϕ) has been used.224

As shown in Fig. 3, the results given by Eqs. (6) and (7)225

are consistent with the numerical simulations for all damp-226

ing constants. We can see from Eqs. (6) and (7) that the fre-227

quency response depends on the physical quantities of anti-228

ferromagnets, such as the damping and the effective mass, so229

that they may be measured by applying alternating currents. It230

should be noted that, due to the existence of the nonlinear term231

(k2r3x), Eq. (6) indicates that an alternating current may in-232

duce multiple values of r0, resulting in the frequency response233

showing a jump phenomenon. For the nonlinear oscillator234

based on other types of AFM textures, such as AFM skyrmion235

and domain wall, one can obtain a similar frequency response.236

If the nonlinear term and the damping are small, from Eq. (6),237

the resonance frequency is given by, fr = 1/(2π)
√
k1/Meff,238

which equals to 16 GHz for the parameters used here. On239

the other hand, as mentioned earlier, r0 ∼ 11.64 nm and240

ϕ ∼ 89.14◦ for f = 20 GHz. Eq. (7) indicates that when f241

is equal to fπ/2 = 1/(2π)
√

(k1 + 0.75k2r20)/Meff, ϕ = 90◦.242

Taking r0 = 11.64 nm, fπ/2 = 19.2 GHz is obtained, which243

is consistent with the simulation result. In addition, for the244

case of k1 = 0, k2 = 0 and Meff = 0, i.e., there are no bound-245

ary effect and effective mass, Eq. (7) also gives the phase246

ϕ = 90◦, which is independent of the damping and the fre-247

quency.248

For a nonlinear system, taking certain parameter values, it249

shows chaotic behavior. The Lyapunov exponents (LEs) are250

usually used to judge whether there is chaos, given as [48, 68]251

LEi = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln

∥∥δxit∥∥∥∥δxi0∥∥ , (8)

where
∥∥δxi0∥∥ is the distance between two close trajectories252

at initial time, and
∥∥δxit∥∥ is the distance between the trajec-253

tories at time t. If the largest LE is positive, it means that254

two close trajectories will be separated. Therefore, a small255

initial error will increase rapidly, resulting in the evolution of256

rx being sensitive to initial conditions and its value cannot257

be predicted for a long time, i.e., the AFM bimeron shows258

chaotic behavior. Based on Eq. (5), we calculate the bifurca-259

tion diagram and LEs (see Ref. [63] for details), and the re-260

sults are given in Fig. 4, showing that the periodic and chaotic261

windows appear at intervals. We find that a small damping262

α can lead to the chaotic behavior. The sum of LEs, which263

equals to −αλγ/µ0MS, agrees with the above result. On264

the other hand, the value of the damping α at the ith period-265

doubling bifurcation should satisfy the universal equation, i.e.,266

the Feigenbaum constant δ = lim
i→∞

[(αi − αi−1)/(αi+1 −267

αi)] = 4.669. [48, 68] For the case of Fig. 4(a), δ2 is equal268

to 4.64, from which we estimate that chaos will occur at269

α∞ = 0.0002609. In addition, the current density j is also270

of great importance to induce the occurrence of the chaos, as271

it can be easily tuned in experiment. Figures 4(c) and (d) show272

that for small currents, the system exhibits a periodic move-273

ment. With increasing currents, the period-doubling phe-274

nomenon takes place and then the system shows chaotic be-275

havior. It is worth mentioning that the chaotic behavior stud-276

ied here is subject to the boundary-induced force Fb, which277

depends on both the geometric and magnetic parameters. The278

effects of Fb on chaos are discussed in Ref. [63].279

Conclusions. In summary, we have studied the dynamics280

of an isolated AFM bimeron induced by spin currents. We281

demonstrate that a spin current can create an isolated bimeron282

in the AFM film, and drive the AFM bimeron at a speed of283

a few kilometers per second. Based on the Thiele approach,284

the steady motion speed is derived, which is in good agree-285

ment with the simulation results. Also, we find that the AFM286

bimeron can be used as the Duffing oscillator. Furthermore,287

we study the chaotic behavior by calculating the Lyapunov288

exponents. Our results are useful for the understanding of289

bimeron physics in AFM systems and may provide guidelines290

for building spintronic devices based on bimerons.291
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